<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Monday Double</th>
<th>Tuesday Double</th>
<th>Thursday Single - Library</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | 3 Oct Silent reading
Behaviour plan discussion
“To Kill a Mocking Bird” film discussion and film notes | 4 Oct Silent reading
Read TKMB
Complete comprehension tasks | 6 Oct Silent reading
Homework Unit 9 Due
Vocabulary/ Spelling |
| 2    | 10 Oct Silent reading
Read TKMB
Complete comprehension tasks | 11 Oct Silent reading
Read TKMB
Complete comprehension tasks | 13 Oct Silent reading
Homework Unit 27 Due
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Visual Text and note taking |
| 3    | 17 Oct Silent reading
Planning for Big Write- Persuasive Speech about your chosen issue from TKMB | 18 Oct Silent reading
Big Write- Persuasive Speech on your chosen theme | 20 Oct Silent reading
Homework Unit 28 Due
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Media analysis activity- Mark Knight symbolism |
| 4    | 24 Oct Silent reading
Speech editing
Read TKMB
Complete comprehension tasks | 25 Oct Silent reading
COLD WRITE | 27 Oct Silent reading
Homework Unit 10 Due
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Visual Text and note taking |
| 5    | 31 Oct Silent reading
ON DEMAND | 1 Nov Melbourne Cup | 3 Nov Silent reading
Homework Unit 34 Due
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Media analysis activity |
| 6    | 7 Nov Silent reading
Media analysis to inform your speech. Persuasive techniques/Speech editing | 8 Nov Silent reading
Homework Unit 29 Due
Speech development- rehearsal, cue cards, editing for time and content | 10 Nov Tap Day |
| 7    | 14 Nov Silent reading
Persuasive speeches presented | 15 Nov Silent reading
Persuasive speeches presented | 17 Nov Silent reading
Homework Unit 18 Due
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Visual Text and note taking |
| 8    | 21 Nov Silent reading
View TKMB and note taking | 22 Nov Silent reading
Planning for Big Write- Film to text comparison | 24 Nov Silent reading
Homework Unit 23 Due
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Media analysis activity- Mark Knight symbolism |
| 9    | 28 Nov Silent reading
Big Write- Film/Text Comparison | 29 Nov Silent reading
Big Write- Film/Text Comparison | 1 Dec Silent reading
Homework Unit 29 Due
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Visual Text and note taking |
| 10   | 5 Dec Silent reading
Big Write editing | 6 Dec Silent reading
Historical context of Anne Frank Research about the author and the Holocaust | 8 Dec Silent reading
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Media analysis activity- Mark Knight symbolism |
| 11   | 12 Dec Silent reading
Examine the key aspects of the Diary of Anne Frank | 13 Dec Silent reading
Complete unfinished tasks. | 15 Dec Silent reading
Vocabulary/ Spelling
Visual Text and note taking |